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Introduction



Goal

Propose a novel self-supervised learning  enabled framework for
COVID-19 cough classification.
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Motivation

1. It is significant to develop a reliable, easily-accessible, and
contactless approach for preliminary diagnosis of COVID-19.

2. Existing sound-based diagnostic approaches are trained in a fully-
supervised manner, which requires large scale well-labeleed data.
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Framework

Input: respiratory audio
recordings

Output: probability that
the audio is COVID-19
possitive 
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Method



Contrastive Learning
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Pre-processing and Sampling

Method: log-compressed mel-filterbanks

each raw audio file is mapped to a feature

: the number of frequency bins

: the total number of time frames

a ∈ RN×T

with sliding window

a ∈ RN×T  w

N

T
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Feature Encoder

embed each clip  into a representation vector 

h  =i f (a  ;W  )i f

with random masking

h  =i f (a  ,M  ;W  )i i f

a  ∈i RN×T  w h  ∈i Rd
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Transformer [31]
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Random Masking

1. Avoid overfitting

2. For a respiratory sound,
the feature at each time
step might not be always
meaningful.
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Random Masking

, where 

 is the masking matrix for

clip 

h  =i f (a  ,M  ;W  )i i f

M  i

a  i
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Projection Head

[7]  that maps representations to the space where contrastive

loss is applied. We use a MLP with one hidden layer to obtain 

, where  is a ReLU non-linearity

[26]  contains a fully-connected layer with 512 units followed

by a Layer Normalization and a tanh activation

Both drop projection head in downstream phase, because it will
cause information loss

g(⋅)
z  =i

g(h  ) =i W σ(W h  )(2) (1)
i σ

g(⋅)
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Similarity Metrics:

Cosine Similarity:

sim(a  , a  ) =i j  

∣∣g(h  )∣∣ ⋅ ∣∣g(h  )∣∣i j

g(h  ) ⋅ g(h  )i
⊺

j

Bilinear Similarity:

sim(a  , a  ) =i j g(h  ) ⋅i
⊺ W  g(h  )s j
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Loss Function

L  = − log  , k = icontrasive
 exp(sim(a , a  )/τ )∑k=1

2B
i k

exp(sim(a  , a  )/τ )i j 
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Downstream Cough Classification
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Experiment
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Dataset

1. Coswara Dataset - used in pre-training phase

1,486 crowdsourced samples (1,123 males and 323 females)

Four types of sounds(breathing, coughing, counting, sustained
phonation of vowel sounds) from each participant

2. COVID-19 Sounds - used in downstream phase

crowdsourced with an APP

141 COVID-19 positive recordings from 62 participents and
298 negative recordings from 220 participants

coughs and breaths
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Evaluation Metrics

ROC-AUC

Precision

Recall

Accuracy

Average F1
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Hyperparameter Fine-Tunning
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Performance Comparison
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Different Similarity Metrics
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Random Masking Performance (Pre-training)
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Ensembles Performance
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Random Masking Performance
(Downstream)
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Inference Speed
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Conclusion

1. First study to leverage unlabelled respiratory audios in the area

2. the propsed contrastive pre-training, the random masking
mechanism, and the ensemble architecture contribute to
improving cough classification performance.
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